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1.Concept Tronbaba
A combined multi Tier Decentralized E-commerce platform combining all
types of buying and selling, for the general public or importers & Exporters.
for creating single adds, owning your own online shop, selling your services,
bulk selling & buying and benefiting from a pool buying system
1: Online Shop creation with ability to buy and sell in bulk to and from the
buying pool(s), sell to both Bronze or Silver members, comes with full SEO
for all items being sold (Gold Account)
2: Advertisement creation, able to buy from a buying pool Account (Silver
Account)
3: Advertisement creation, can sell to any members But has no buyer pool
rights (Bronze Account)
4: All Accounts are set up by registering & filling out a (KYC) Know your
Customer form and sending the correct Photo ID Passport or Driving license
and a copy of a Utility Bill. We intend to keep our customers safe, and none
of this information is used by or sold to third parties, nor any of the
information taken in KYC registration is stored on the Internet. Information
Taken for the purpose of the ICO is destroyed when the ICO is completed.
5: Wallet services will be created and offered to all Tronbaba buyers and
sellers to store their Digital Tokens, the Tronbaba Wallet will be developed to
allow sending or receiving Tronbaba BBT a unique address, and passphrase.
6: Dispute system, to resolve issues such as returning damaged goods,
Items not delivered, and complaints.
7: A smart contract Safety wallet will be developed using the Block-Chain,
this holds a buyers Tokens for a 24 Hours period after goods have been
delivered. This allows a buyer to examine the item(s) for any damaged or
any other complaint relating to the goods received. The wallet is a free
service for any buyer and is used on every sale to prevent fraudulent or
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Bogus Sellers. If a dispute is raised within the 24 hour period after receiving
goods the tokens are locked until the Tronbaba team investigates the
dispute.
8: Rewards for high Standards for both Seller and buyer rankings with
issuance of the TronbabaToken with an exchange rate of 10:1
9: Lower Shipping and Freight services using Trobaba SA, FA & Courier
Services. By using Tronbaba own shipping services being paid in Tronbaba
Tokens all shipping is controlled and tracked by our own system from label
printing to delivery. Tronbaba SA and FA uptake will be by new and existing
shipping, Freight and courier companies.

2. Network Architecture
3 main cluster Raid Servers running 5 hot swap Drives
2 Cluster Mail Raid Servers running 5 hot swap Drives
2 Cluster Database Raid Servers running 5 hot swap drives
2 Cluster Master node Raid Servers Running 5 Hot Swap Drives
2 integral Firewalled internet Gateways
2 Cisco Routers
14 workstations
8 networked Label Printers
200 Label Scanners
11 APC UPS battery power Supplies to protect server down time
2 Server Racks
Air Conditioning for Server Room
(Central hub) the Central hub will consist of 14 offices, warehouse, Delivery
and collection point, vehicle parking.
5 high top courier Vans, 2 7.5 Ton Cargo Trucks, 2 HGV 40 ton Freight
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Trucks Building and contents insurance

3. A
 ccount types
Bronze:

A free to use option, by opening a Bronze Account a seller can sell or Buy
new or used item(s), the account is generalized for the home user. The
bronze account will not have the facilities of a Gold or Silver account, only a
2% Token transaction fee is charged when an item is sold. Goods shipped
globally will be able to use Tronbaba Shipping service (TSS)
Silver:
Annual Subscription fee, A Silver account has the same rights as a Bronze
Account and able to sell items but can also buy from Gold accounts using the
buying pool. Label Printing for sales & Tronbaba Shipping Service (TSS) to
send goods Globally or locally. When buying from a pool a silver account
holder will pay a 1% transaction charge. When making any sales a 2%
transaction is charged. With an Annual fee of 1,500 (Tronbaba Tokens)
Gold:
Unique Annual Account able to create their own shop placing 1 – 100
products, Gold Account holders can also buy and sell through the buying
pool. Only a 2% transaction fee is charged on sold items. Gold members can
use the Tronbaba Shipping Service (TSS) for purchases or sales with label
printing on a per lot basis when selling using the buying pool. Annual
Account fee 3,000 Tronbaba Tokens
Platinum:
With this account a member can place up to 500 items in their own online
shop, buy or sell to a Buying pool, list items in the bronze tier, has access to
both (LCL) Lesser Container Load or (FCL) Full Container Load Tronbaba
Shipping Services, Label Services, free banner shop advert, a reduced 1.5%
per transaction fee. Annual Account fee is 4,000 Tronbaba Tokens
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Services:
Offer Time & Labor services from trade(s) such as construction, Technology
Specialists, Education, and many more. A seller can offer his/her services to
the general public for a Daily or hourly fee, with the ability to mark days or
hours not free using an integrated Calendar. A buyer wanting to use a
member services selects from the sellers booking calendar and the time
required. Payment is held in a secure wallet and released 24 hours later. A
fully automated invoice system with sellers and buyer details, & linked
feedback to both buyer and seller. Insertion fee 10 Tronbaba Tokens.

4: (SA) (FA) Shipping Activation
This service is Used by all members of the Tronbaba Shipping Services:
To be fully Decentralized Tronbaba Development team will make shipping
items both local and Global 100% Decentralized Using Block-Chain. To
achieve this Tronbaba will Deploy Shipping Agents from many countries,
Every Buyer or Seller on our site will require at least one Agent in their
country. There will be 4 types of Agents that can take part, Shipping Agent,
Freight Agent, Couriers & Drop Shop Agent. Members can be an existing
Company or new startups. The bespoke Software will match a collection to
the nearest Delivering Agent, if the item(s) being sent is to an overseas
address, it will be labeled to the destination Agent. Customs Duty collection
is triggered when the destination Freight Agent or Shipping Agent completes
the customs clearance, by entering the details in to the interface. This
triggers a fee for Duty Charges to the Buyer sent by SMS and Email. When
Customs duty is paid to the destination Agent, items are then given the
green light to Deliver. This procedure is also part of the tracking system and
when duty Is Marked as Paid the Tracking is updated accordingly. All
Required Documents related to each sale for either import or export Shipped
or Air freight will be through the Interface and Block chain driven.
(SA) & (FA) Shipping, Freight Agents, Couriers, and Drop Shops:
Explanation of a Shipping Agent:
Membership: Fee 6,000 Tronbaba Tokens
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2% Transaction Fee
A shipping agent handles larger sized orders that are being shipped from
one country to another through the use of a Cargo ship, in the format of a
container or pallet. Container Shipping can be LCL (less than a container
load) usually a shared container, FCL (full container) or a pallet to a
destination country. A shipping Agents responsibility is Documentation,
Insurance of goods if required, Port to port, Securing space, Loading, and
many other tasks.
Shipping Agents will use the interface to add their Main port of origin, port’s
shipped to, & selection of prices for each port dependent on shipment type,
Customs Duty Codes, and any other information needed to fulfill the
requirements of a destination port. The most cost effective Freight Agent in
a receiving country will be automatically selected by the interface.
Any buyer shipping one Pallet or above, Sharing a container, or using a full
container, will be offered the most cost effective price taken from the data
submitted by the participating Shipping & Freight Agents and offered to the
buyer on a purchase. If the buyer selects to use the Services, labels are
created, which in turn triggers the collection or awaits delivery to the
Participating Agent. Each leg of the journey will be scanned and used for
tracking, goods received by the Shipping Agent, goods on Board, goods
Arrived at Destination country, Customs collection, out for Delivery, goods
Received.
Explanation of (Air) or (Ground) Freight Agent:
Membership: Fee 5,000 Tronbaba tokens
2% Transaction Fee
A Freight Agent also known as a Freight Forwarder handles goods at a
destination port, clears & collects customs duty, and delivers goods. Freight
Agents will handle all goods sent to the destination country from a Shipping
Agent, Freight Agents do not handle anything smaller than 1 pallet. Freight
Agents will have access to the interface to add ports of collection, cities of
delivery with-in their country and required working Area, Pallet sizes &
weights, this will include prices of moving Pallet’s, or Container(s) to a
destination City of their KYC Registered country.
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Agents closest to a port than other participating Freight Agents, are not
Guaranteed the work but can be based on price alone to offer a better deal
to importers or exporters. This creates competition, and ensures the best
possible deal for the buyer.
Explanation of a Courier:
Membership: Fee 4,000 Tronbaba Tokens
2% Per Transaction Fee
Courier’s handle goods local or international, mainly through air cargo & only
cover up to a Pallet size. Some Couriers can also clear Customs and collect
any Duty from a buyer when receiving goods through Air Cargo prior to
delivery. Air Cargo is moved around by international Airlines or private
airlines owned by couriers such as DHL, UPS, Fedex, & Tronbaba.
Tronbaba will secure Air Cargo space through partnering with international &
European Airlines, creating Parcel hubs in several areas in every country
allowing a smooth flow of parcels being delivered to any destination local or
globally and on the Block chain.
Couriers can deliver goods to Shipping Agent from a single parcel, and up to
1-3 Metric ton pallets. The option to create a hub base and Drop Shop, to
allow a sender to drop the parcel to the hub.
The most cost effective prices for a delivery will be shown automatically on
each item for sale, taken from information the courier has entered in to the
interface.
Explanation of a Drop Shop:
Membership: Fee 200 Tronbaba Tokens
Linked to a scan for tokens system
Drop Shops
newsagents, Shop keepers, late stores, fuel stations, Supermarket’s all
applications considered. A Drop Shop agent is responsible for scanning items
sent by a seller/sender from either the Tronbaba Platform or from other web
sites offering Tronbaba Shipping and Postal Services. All items taken to
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Drops Shops will not exceed a maximum weight of 25kg, items are scanned
on arrival in turn automatically updates the tracking, and shows the Drop
Shop Location.
Each Item Scanned by a Drop Shop Agent will earn tokens that can be
exchanged for goods using the Tronbaba Platform, saved in your Tronbaba
Wallet, or sent to a Digital exchange and traded for other Digital Currencies.

5: Buying Pool
Small Businesses & Business startups can now benefit from using a buying pool to
ship in smaller quantities of goods from worldwide destinations at an equal price to
that of buying a larger quantity. Combined resources from Tronbaba Shipping
Agents (SA) and Freight Agents (FA) help to lower the cost of Global Shipping to
benefit buyers of all sizes. With the use of Nodes running the Tronbaba Block-Chain
Shipping will be easier, quicker & cost effective passing on benefits to all buyers &
Sellers using the Tronbaba platform and Block-Chain.

6: Tronbaba Fork
Our current Token is a Tronbaba created Token, using the Tron TRC10 Token
system on the tron Blockchain. When soft cap is achieved Tronbaba will fork to use
a TRC20 Token. The TRC20 token will enable Tronbaba, to create smart contacts for
use on the Tronbaba platform. The trc10 token will be exchanged 1:1 after the
Tronbaba Fork.
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7: Flow Diagrams
BRONZE ACCOUNT
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SILVER ACCOUNT
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GOLD ACCOUNT
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SERVICES ACCOUNT
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COURIER ACCOUNT
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8: Tronbaba.com Future in E-Commerce
There is a number of Global online selling platforms,
and none are
Decentralized or have a platform that has a usage case for Global B2B, P2P,
and B2P on a Decentralized platform. A few sites charge insertion fees to
place an item for sale and have a complicated listing methodology that
seems to be constantly changing for the worse, making it difficult to list
simple items.
When selling on other sites your are not only charged by the sites
outrageous fees, you are also charged by either Paypal, Escrow or another
form of merchant fee. making it even more difficult to make clear profits.
A few of these sites also charge a final Value fee making your product to
expensive, and when your product doesn’t sell that month again you are
charged another insertion fee. Tronbaba does not charge an insertion fee
and goods offered for sale remain for sale until sold, or until the add is
removed by the seller.
Our database will be built in a way as to not hinder listing, built in a way that
is very straightforward for aiding in the listing of items. The platform will be
easy to navigate use & understand. A built in mechanism to protect buyers
and sellers alike, and a personal built in wallet to store your tokens once
your items sell. The added ability of being able to make profit from selling
your product and holding your Tokens a personal secure wallet

9: How does Tronbaba make profit?
Site Fees:
2% Transaction fee on all sales,
1% Transaction fee on Token purchases,
Various Banner advertisement fees for both members stores and outside
web sites,
Bronze Transaction fees
Silver Annual Membership & Transaction fees.
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Gold Annual Membership & Transaction fees,
Platinum Annual membership & Transaction fees
Services insertion fee, and Transaction fees
SA & FA shipping Agent’s And courier Membership fee & Transaction fee’s
All fees and membership transactions are to cover network Costs, Setup,
and daily running of the Tronbaba Blockchain, this will include any future
development of the Tronbaba Network.

10: TOKEN SYSTEM
Using the Tron Network, we developed our tokens to operate as
replacements for other intermediaries. TRONBABA TOKENS will be the fuel
that powers the TRONBABA platform.
The token will be an integral part of the ecosystem as the preferred method
of transaction. Since our tokens will be of the standardized TRC20 format
when Tronbaba Fork is activated, they will simply be integrated by others
who wish to display them. The code will be available to the public for
transparency. Through the tron block-chain, all transactions and transfers
are performed autonomously with superior transparency and complete
decentralization.
The primary objective of the token creations is to allow supporters of the
TRONBABA vision an incentive to contribute to the TRONBABA ecosystem
and this is the key backbone of our Marketplace where all transactions will
be happening through TRONBABA Tokens.
Tronbaba Tokens will also be rewarded to users that achieve a Seller or
buyer standard set out by the Tronbaba team, and can be exchanged for
goods or services on the Tronbaba Platform
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11. TRONBABA Road Map
Q1 ICO Website Launch
Bounties Telegram, Twitter, Facebook, Signatures, Translations

Q2: ICO Completion, Web Site initiation & Build, Wallet Creation, TRC20
Creation, Location of Premises, Network Installation, Exchange listings,
Acquire Vehicles, SA & FA Applications for Shipping, Freight, Courier and
Drop Shop Agents, Shipping Label Creation. Smart contracts creation.

Q3:Tronbaba Shipping Activation & interface build, Country Sector Map
Creations, Scan for tokens Application creation, Continuation of Web site
build and integrate shipping App.

Q4:Services build with Integrated Calendar interface, Continuation of
website build.

12: Token Economics
Token Name

TRONBABA

Token Symbol

TronBABA Platform Token

Token Types

TRC10

Token Platform

TRON

Token Price

$0.10 USD
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SoftCap

HardCap

2 Million USD
if softcap is not reached all funds are
returned to investors
6 Million USD

Total Supply of Token

50 Billion

Public Sale Start Date

9th January 2019

Public Sale End Date

9th June 2019

Country Of

UNITED KINGDOM (UK)

Incorporation

12.2: RESTRICTIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND
DISSEMINATION
The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may
be prohibited or restricted by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of
any jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction applies, you are to inform
yourself about, and to observe, any restrictions which are applicable to your
possession of this White paper or such part thereof (as the case may be) at
your own expense and without liability to TRONBABA and/or the Distributor.
Persons to whom a copy of this White paper has been distributed or
disseminated, provided access to or who otherwise have the White paper in
their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or
otherwise distribute this White paper or any information contained herein for
any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the same to occur.

12.3: RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES
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Prospective purchasers of TRONBABA TOKEN (as referred to in this
Whitepaper) should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and
uncertainties associated with TRONBABA, the TRONBABA token, the
Distributor and their respective businesses and operations, the TRONBABA
Initial Token Sale, all information set out in this White paper and the T&Cs
prior to any purchase of TRONBABA.
If any of such risks and uncertainties develops into actual events, the
business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects of
TRONBABA and/or the Distributor could be materially and adversely
affected. In such cases, you may lose all or part of the value of the
TRONBABA tokens.

13: DISCLAIMER
PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU'RE IN ANY
DOUBT OF THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR
LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).
This is a conceptual document (“White Paper”) describing TRONBABA and
TRONBABA Token. It may be amended or replaced at any time. However,
there is no obligation to update the White Paper or to provide the recipient
with access to any additional information. This White Paper does not
constitute an investment, legal, tax, regulatory, financial, accounting or
other advice, and this White Paper is not intended to provide the sole basis
for any evaluation of a transaction on acquiring of the TRONBABA Tokens
Prior to acquiring the TRONBABA tokens, a prospective purchaser should
consult with his/her own legal, investment, tax, accounting, and other
advisers to determine the potential benefits, burdens, and other
consequences of such transaction. Nothing in this White Paper shall be
deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for
investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or solicitation of an
offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. This document is not
composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of
any jurisdiction which prohibits or in any manner restricts transactions in
respect of, or with use of, digital tokens. The TRONBABA is not a digital
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currency, security, commodity, or any other kind of financial instrument and
has not been registered under the Securities Act of 1933, the securities laws
of any state of the United States of America or the securities laws of any
other country, including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a
potential token holder is a resident.
No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information, statements, opinions or other matters
described in this document or otherwise communicated in connection with
the project. Without limitation, no representation or warranty is given as to
the achievement or reasonableness of any forward-looking or conceptual
statements. Nothing in this document is or should be relied upon as a
promise or representation as to the future. To the fullest extent permitted
under applicable law, all liability for any loss or damage whatsoever
(whether foreseeable or not) arising from or in connection with any person
acting on this White Paper, or any aspect of it, notwithstanding any
negligence, default or lack of care, is disclaimed. To the extent liability may
be restricted but not fully disclaimed; it is restricted to the maximum extent
permitted by applicable law.
This White Paper is provided in an official English version only. White Paper
may from time to time be translated into other languages. Any translation is
for reference purposes only and is not certified by any person. In the event
of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and the official
English language White Paper, the provisions of the English language original
document shall prevail. . There are risks and uncertainties associated with
TRONBABA, You should be aware that you may be required to bear the
financial risk of any purchase of TRONBABA tokens for an indefinite period.
We reserve the right to launch additional ICO’s as a security token. No part
of this Whitepaper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated.
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